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Created in Barcelona in 2008,
RESIDUAL/GURUS is a transdisciplinary company with its
own sound and style which
creates an avantgardist
performative concept loaded
with energy and creativity.

- Become aware of the body
and the voice as expressive
elements.
- Awaken one’s own creative
abilities.
- Explore the sound possibilities of the body and of recycled objects.

Do you want to live a creative
experience?

- Develop the scenic presence
Releasing and knowing our body
are keys to express ourselves,
either through the voice,
movement or those objects that
are discarded daily and have
great potential to become
music.

- Enjoy through music, dance
and percussion.
- Generate a space of
action-reflection towards
transformation and recycling.

Do you sign up?
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WORKSHOPS

(can be done altogether or separately):

RHYTHMÓS

SCENIC BODY

Rhythm, body and creativity

Tools for creation

- Rhythm and music games
- Improvisation and listening
- Music and creative body

- Consciousness and body language
- Fundamentals of movement
- Construction of the character

KONNAKOL

RESIDUAL BEATS

Vocal rhythmic language

Recycled instruments combo
- Sound objects
- Sound creation and exploration
- Musical improvisation

- Musical Culture of India
- Syllables and musical structures
- Rhythmic composition techniques
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TO WHOM ARE ADDRESSED?
These workshops are aimed at all those who want to experience an
intense, creative and collective experience through different
artistic languages, our own body and RESIDUAL/GURUS objects.
The only requirement is to surrender in artistic collective
experimentation and will to find out about oneself.
Educators, artists and teachers have the opportunity to learn
creative tools to awaken the expressive potential of their
students, transforming the classroom into a space of creation
and be able to incorporate strategies that motivate learning.
Students and young people in general can experiment with the
music from a playful and creative approach and will find a space
to express themselves through the body and rhythm.
For companies we offer the possibility of creating links among
its workers with interaction dynamics where the participation of
the whole team and understanding between the participants is key
to achieve a common goal.

RRRRR... recycle, reuse, reduce, react and roll!
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RESIDUAL/GURUS ARE:
Gabri Briones
Victor Ramos
Ramon Rodríguez
Jenya Xtravaganza

CONTACT:
Ramon Rodríguez
+34 630 537 856
ramon@residualgurus.com

TO SEE OTHER
PROPOSALS FROM
RESIDUAL/GURUS
PLEASE VISIT
OUR WEBSITE:
-ORGANIC DJ’S
-RESIDUAL/GURUS
-PARADE
OFFICIAL SITE:
www.residualgurus.com

THE VIDEOS:
www.youtube.com/residualgurus

THE MUSIC:
http://soundcloud.com/
residualgurus
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